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Abstract. The new generation video coding algorithm HEVC reduces the bitrate by half compared 
to the previous standard H.264 with the same video quality, but this also brings the increasing of 
encoding time. In this paper, we mainly improve the intra frame prediction to solve this question: 
Combined with the decision tree method in machine learning, the reference pixel smoothing 
characteristics of the prediction unit of each partition mode are quickly determined, and some intra 
modes with the same prediction result are adaptively skipped, which greatly saves coding time. 
Experimental results show that the proposed decision tree and three-step search based intra 
prediction algorithm achieves better performance compared with the HM15.0 encoder. The 
BD-Rate is increased by 1.19%, the BD-PSNR is decreased by 0.058dB, and the encoding time is 
reduced by 37.87% on average. 

Introduction 
ISO/IEC and ITU have instituted a series of video compression standards [1] in the past few 
decades, in order to lower the code rate of video transmission while guaranteeing the video quality.  
A great many new complicated algorithms are introduced into HEVC, which makes the code stream 
of the compressed video with the same video quality reduce by half compared with the standard of 
the last generation H.264, yet also increases the coding time. Thus, the key tasks for optimization of 
HEVC are to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and decrease the compression time on the 
precondition of guaranteeing the compression quality.   

Decision Tree-Based Intraframe Prediction Algorithm  
The HEVC standard adopts 35 intra- frame prediction modes, which need to be traversed for each 
image block for each to-be-compressed frame of image, then the RD cost with each mode is 
calculated to determine the optimal intraframe mode of each block [5,6,7].Yet we have observed 
that the video usually teems with flat regions of pixels. These blocks are usually coded using mode 
0 or mode 1. Besides, the same result can be obtained by adopting some modes for coding when the 
reference pixel possesses certain smooth rules. Thus, we can classify the image block into three 
classifications according to the smoothness of reference pixel of the image block. The smoothness 
of the reference pixel can be measured by its variance. We have defined three variances to jointly 
determine the classification of the image block to determine the candidate intraframe mode needing 
to be traversed for it. We obtain a classification decision tree using the offline training for fear of 
calculating the threshold for each classification mode, then the classification of the image block can 
be determined just according to the decision tree, thereby significantly saving the coding time [9]. 

We can classify PUs into three classifications according to the smoothness of PU reference pixel. 
The reference pixel of PUs in the first classification is very smooth, so only the modes 0 and 1 need 
to be checked for PUs now. The reference pixels of the upper part and left part in the second 
classification of PUs respectively have higher smoothness, and now only 19 modes (0, 1, 10, …, 26) 
are usable. The rest are the third classification of PUs, now all the 35 modes need to be checked. 
We adopt the variance of the following three reference pixels to represent its smoothness.   
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Where,  corresponds to the reference pixels around the to-be-calculated  , 0 , 2i jR i j N 

pixel, and ,  and  respectively correspond to the average of all the reference pixels, all above left
above reference pixels and left reference pixels. 

The training of the decision tree is realized via the C4.5 algorithm [12-14], which determines 
the attribute via the information gain ratio. It can prune in the process of constructing the decision 
tree to avoid the existence of some nodes with large error that leads to error accumulation and time 
waste in its subsequent branching. The C4.5 algorithm is implemented in WEKA via the J48 
classifier. 66% of the data obtained previously is used to train the decision tree and the rest 34% 
will be used to evaluate the precision of the decision tree. The finally constructed decision tree is as 
shown in Fig.1. 

The decision tree has eight leaf nodes. Wherein, 1, 2, 3 respectively represent the three types of 
PUs defined above. After the prediction over the residual 34% training data via this decision tree, it 
can be seen from the classification output window that about 85.29% of data has been correctly 
classified, and 14.71% not. The precision of decision tree constructed for intraframe PU division in 
literature [15] is 86%. It follows that the constructional precision of the decision tree herein is high.  
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Figure 1. Mode selection decision tree 

Optimization Algorithm Based on Three-Step Search 
To completely traverse all the intraframe modes still consumes a lot of time, for the PUs classified 
into the classifications 2 and 3 respectively have 19 and 35 candidate intraframe modes. Thus, we 
will further cut the mode quantity by a three-step search algorithm for the two classification of PUs 
[16-20], three-step search algorithm 1 for the PUs of the classification 2 and three-step search 
algorithm 2 for the PUs of the classification 3. The two search algorithms are described in detail as 
below:   

Three-step search algorithm 1: 
Step 1: Define the initial candidate list L1={0,1,10,14,18,22,26} according to the 19 candidate 

intraframe prediction modes [21], calculate the SATD of each mode in list L1, rank the intraframe 
modes in L1 in ascending order of SATD, select four modes with the smallest SATD to constitute 
the new candidate list L2, and assume now L2={1,10,14,18}. 
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Step 2: Select the neighboring intraframe modes by step 2 according to the modes in list L2 to 
constitute list L3={8,12,16,20}, calculate the SATD of each mode in list L2, select four modes with 
the smallest SATD from list L2 and list L3 to constitute list L4, and assume now L4={12,14,16,18}. 

Step 3: Select the neighboring intraframe modes by step 1 according to the modes in list L4 to 
constitute list L5={11,13,15,17,19}. Calculate the SATD of each mode in list L5 in like manner, 
and select four modes with the smallest SATD from list L4 and list L5 to constitute list L6. 

Three-step algorithm 2: 
Step 1: Define the initial candidate list L1={0,1,2,6,10,14,18,22,26,30,34} according to the 35 

candidate intraframe prediction modes [21], calculate the SATD of each mode in list L1, select five 
modes with the smallest SATD to constitute the new candidate list L2, and assume now 
L2={0,10,14,18,22}. 

Step 2: Select the neighboring intraframe modes by step 2 according to the modes in list L2 to 
constitute list L3={8,12,16,20,24}, calculate the SATD of each mode in list L2, select five modes 
with the smallest SATD from list L2 and list L3 to constitute list L4, and assume now 
L4={10,12,14,16,18}. 

Step 3: Select the neighboring intraframe modes [24-26] by step 1 according to the modes in list 
L4 to constitute list L5={11,13,15,17,19}. Calculate the SATD of each mode in list L5 in like 
manner, and select five modes with the smallest SATD from list L4 and list L5 to constitute list L6. 

Experimental Result 
The proposed algorithm is implemented on HEVC standard software HM15.0 on computer with 
@3.4GHz Intel Core i7-3770 and memory of 8G. The coding quality is evaluated by BD-Rate 
BD-PSNR and coding efficiency by coding time. The Table 1 provides the comparison between 
result obtained by using the proposed algorithm to code 20 frames of 18 test video sequences with 5 
different resolutions and the coding result by HM15.0. 

It is observed from the table that the BD-PSNR of proposed algorithm averagely reduces 
0.058dB, BD-Rate averagely increases 1.19% and time averagely saves by 37.87%, compared with 
the HM15.0. The proposed algorithm delivers very high coding efficiency and has finely lowered 
coding quality. The coding efficiency of the proposed algorithm is even better than that of the 
setting S1 which delivers the highest coding efficiency in [29], being about two times that of S1. 

 
Table 1  Experimental result of The proposed algorithm  

Video sequence BD-PSNR (dB) BD-Rate (%) TimeSaving(%) 
Traffic -0.068 1.27 38.96 Class A PeopleOnStreet -0.058 1.03 38.06 

Kimono -0.080 2.22 39.66 
ParkScene -0.043 1.00 37.90 

Cactus -0.028 0.73 34.83 
BasketballDrive -0.042 1.69 40.57 

Class B 

BQTerrace -0.061 1.00 38.50 
BasketballDrill -0.079 1.68 37.99 

BQMall -0.030 0.48 36.93 
PartyScene -0.025 0.32 36.01 Class C 

RaceHorses -0.044 0.71 38.67 
BasketballPass -0.091 1.54 34.29 

BQSquare -0.056 0.65 40.31 
BlowingBubbles -0.038 0.63 29.68 Class D 

Racehorses -0.079 1.14 30.69 
FourPeople -0.023 0.39 40.75 

Johnny -0.107 2.62 45.75 Class E 
KristenAndSara -0.099 1.92 42.15 

Average -0.058 1.19 37.87 
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Summary 
The high efficiency video intraframe compression algorithm based on decision tree classification 
and three-step search algorithm proposed in this paper hugely reduces the calculation amount of 
intraframe prediction and improves the prediction velocity. In order to raise the coding velocity, we 
firstly adopt intraframe candidate modes of different quantities for different intraframe prediction 
PUs in the light of the idea of decision tree classification, to judge the classification of intraframe 
prediction PUs via the decision tree. The decision tree can be defined via the smoothness of PU’s 
reference pixels, and the concrete smoothness can be measured via calculation of variance. Thus, 
this algorithm can hugely lower the algorithm complexity of intraframe prediction. After the 
decision tree, we propose a three-step search algorithm for the intraframe mode to further reduce the 
mode quantity of PUs that still have substantive candidate modes, thereby further raising the coding 
velocity. The experimental result proves that the proposed algorithm can significantly raise the 
coding velocity and cut the coding time hardly with any influence on the coding quality. 
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